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Abstract
Research background: Authors have explored that there are different idea
management system application types that could be used both locally and
globally. But there is the question – how organizations can benefit from
these systems during COVID19?
Purpose of the article: The article aims to clarify how external and mixed
web-based idea management systems could be used during COVID19 time
for distance idea generation sessions, as well to solve complex problems
with different idea generation sources and evaluators
Methods: Literature review (data collection: systematically data collection
from scientific data bases; data analysis: content analysis). Survey of n>400
enterprises with web-based IMS experience (data collection: survey; data
analysis: statistics). Case studies (data collection: web-based idea
management system creator secondary data; data analysis: content analysis).
Findings & Value added: External and mixed web-based idea management
systems are great tools during COVID19 time for distance idea generation
sessions as well to solve serious problems with different idea generation
sources and evaluators. These tools could be used by private, public
organizations, as well by higher education institutions and research
institutions as an innovation actor under the Triple Helix Model. By
involving all these organizations in the idea management process the
innovation potential is increasing.
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1 Introduction
According to Alonso et al. [1] investigating businesses capacity to adapt to the COVID-19
pandemic, or the extent to which they undertake changes and adjustments in this new regime
merits consideration of associated theoretical underpinnings and concepts are required.
The authors believe that in the circumstances under pandemic will make firms rethink
their approach to managing innovation activities based on open innovation approach. Such
is the case of the Web-based ideas management systems, applying which firms’ can deliver
solutions in a fast changing environment dealing with current extreme events.
There are closed, open and mixed web idea management-based systems that helps for
organisations systematically manage ideas by several idea generation and evaluation
processes.
From the authors point of view open and mixed web-based idea management systems
allow to deliver effective solutions by applying open innovations, inviting stakeholders to be
co-creators of these solutions.
In line with the scholarly work that has followed the original open-innovation definition
[2-7] define open innovation as “a distributed innovation process based on purposively
managed knowledge flows across organizational boundaries, using pecuniary and nonpecuniary mechanisms in line with the organization's business model.” [8]
Open innovation based on open and mixed web-based idea management systems during
ideation stage of innovative activities could be applied in any activity of organization, e.g.
looking for partnership innovations [9], customer relationships innovation [10-11], value
innovations, supply chain innovations [12-14], customer experience management
innovations [15], sustainable human resources development [16], [17], etc.
During COVID -19 times the application of open innovation systems allows to deliver
innovations faster to cope with the challenges firms are facing by outsourcing ideas from
outside alongside with generation of ideas inside the firm. As it was pointed out by Donthu
and Gustafsson [18] one of the consequences of the COVID 19 related lockdowns is the
extreme increase in the usage of Internet and social media. This trend has to be turned into
opportunity by wider application of web-based idea management systems by organizations.
Application of open innovations also for web-based idea management requires changing
organizational culture of firms. There is an untapped innovation potential in firms towards
delivering not only product or service innovations, but also towards value delivery channels
innovations, customer relationship management innovations, customer experience
management innovations, etc. The involvement of Quadruple Helix model actors such as
business, public administration, academia and research institutions and society would lead to
higher number of ideas and higher quality ideas generated through web- based ideas
management. Research background: Authors have explored that there are different idea
management system application types that could be used both locally and globally. But there
is the question – how organizations can benefit from these systems during COVID19?
Purpose of the article: The article aims to clarify how external and mixed web-based idea
management systems could be used during COVID19 time for distance idea generation
sessions, as well to solve complex problems with different idea generation sources and
evaluators
Methods: Literature review (data collection: systematically data collection from scientific
data bases; data analysis: content analysis). Survey of n > 400 enterprises with web-based
IMS experience (data collection: survey; data analysis: statistics). Case studies (data
collection: web-based idea management system creator secondary data; data analysis: content
analysis).
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2 Research methodology
The aim of research is to clarify how external and mixed web-based idea management
systems (IMS) could be used during COVID19 time for distance idea generation sessions, as
well to solve complex problems with different idea generation sources and evaluators. The
research methods applied are literature review (data collection: systematically data collection
from scientific databases; data analysis: content analysis). Survey of n > 400 enterprises with
web-based IMS experience (data collection: survey; data analysis: statistics). Case studies
(data collection: web-based idea management system creator secondary data; data analysis:
content analysis).

3 Results
3.1 Basic data characteristics – idea quantity
Respondents frequency distribution based on survey data is shown in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. Respondents frequency distribution for idea quantity based on sample data
Source: created by author’s

The further detailed analysis consists of the arithmetic mean of the group, standard
deviation, modal and medial class (group), coefficient of variation. Arithmetic mean of
grouped data is calculated as follows:
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The median (

) of grouped data is calculated as follows:
∑
−   ∙ ∆

2
(3)
 = , +

where: ,
lower class boundary of the interval containing the median,
 cumulative frequency of the interval before the median interval,

frequency of the median interval,
∆
the median interval width.
Medial interval is interval for which accumulated frequencies first time is equal or larger
than half of the sample size.
Coefficient of variation (CV) is calculated as follows:
 =

∙ 100%

Point estimates for idea quantity were aggregated and are provided in Table 1.

(4)

Table 1. Point estimates for idea quantity
IMS type

n

Mean

Median

s

CV

External IMS

371

4377,1

3875,5

3543,5

81%

Mixed IMS
337
Source: created by author’s

4420,1

3842,6

3771,4

85%

As shown in Table 1, the medians for both IMS types are less than the means of the
generated ideas. These differences indicate some asymmetry in the distribution of
respondents - more often a smaller number of ideas are generated, but less often - a large
number of ideas. As frequency distributions are skewed mean values does not give a good
idea of a typical value that can be expected in case of using these types of IMS. The calculated
coefficients of variation indicate that at approximately equal median values, using mixed
IMS, slightly larger volatilities in the number of generated ideas must be taken into account.
3.2 Hypothesis testing – idea quantity
Basic data set analysis showed that it is possible to test the hypothesis on the gathered data.
That is the reason why further in this paper the authors conduct significance tests for
population mean number of ideas created (idea quantity). A respondent’s frequency
distribution shows the main trend that will be tested: mixed IMS provides higher idea quantity
than external IMS. Hypothesis 1 statement: Mixed IMS provide higher idea quantity than
external.
 : ̅! − ̅"! ≤ 0 & ' * : ̅! − ̅"! > 0
(5)
As sample sizes un standard deviations differs, the test statistics are calculated as follows,
[19]:
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for the t-test statistics are calculated as follows:

where degrees of freedom
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Also, p-values were calculated for given test statistics and the degrees of freedom. The pvalue is the probability of obtaining a value of the test statistic as extreme as or more extreme
than the actual value obtained when the null hypothesis is true. Thus, the p-value is the
smallest significance level at which a null hypothesis can be rejected, given the observed
sample statistic. As calculated t-statistic (0,16) is smaller than critical values (1,96) for
degrees of freedom (689) and α = 0,05, authors cannot reject the null hypothesis - sample
data does not give sufficient evidence that mixed IMS provide higher idea quantity than
external. This conclusion is supported also by p-value > 0,05.

3.3 Basic data characteristics – idea quality
Respondents frequency distribution based on survey data is shown in Figure 2.
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Fig. 2. Respondents frequency distribution for idea quality based on sample data
Source: created by author’s

Point estimates for idea quality were aggregated and are provided in Table 2.
Table 2. Point estimates for idea quality
IMS type

n

Mean

Median

s

CV

External IMS

367

10,84

4,62

18,28

169%

Mixed IMS
356
Source: created by author’s

20,89

11,48

26,31

126%
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As shown in Table 2, the medians for both IMS types are less than the means of the
selected ideas. These differences indicate asymmetry in the distribution of respondents - more
often a smaller number of ideas are selected, but less often - a large number of ideas. As
frequency distributions are skewed mean values does not give a good idea of a typical value
that can be expected in case of using these types of IMS. The calculated coefficients of
variation indicate that, using external IMS, larger volatilities in the number of selected ideas
must be taken into account.
3.4 Hypothesis testing – idea quality
A respondent’s frequency distribution shows the main trend that will be tested: mixed IMS
provides higher idea quality than external IMS.
Hypothesis 2 statement: Mixed IMS provide higher idea quality than external IMS
 : ̅9 − ̅"9 ≤ 0 & ' * : ̅9 − ̅"9 > 0
(8)
As calculated t-statistic (5,95) is larger than critical values (1,96) for degrees of freedom
(631) and α = 0,05, authors would reject the null hypothesis and conclude that sample data
provide strong evidence to support alternative hypothesis. Conclusion that mixed IMS
provide higher idea quality is supported also by p-value < 0,0001.
3.5 Basic data characteristics – involvement
Respondents frequency distribution based on survey data is shown in Figure 3
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Fig. 3. Respondents frequency distribution for involvement based on sample data
Source: created by author’s

Point estimates for involvement were aggregated and are provided in Table 3.
Table 3. Point estimates for involvement
IMS type

n

Mean

Median

s

CV

External IMS

372

11886,4

4682,3

18920,0

159%

Mixed IMS
340
Source: created by author’s

12182,8

4188,9

19485,1

160%
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As shown in Table 3, the medians for both IMS types are less than the means of the
involvement. These differences indicate asymmetry in the distribution of respondents - more
often a smaller involvement, but less often - a large involvement. As frequency distributions
are skewed mean values does not give a good idea of a typical value that can be expected in
case of using these types of IMS. The calculated coefficients of variation indicate equal
volatilities in the number of involved.
3.6 Hypothesis testing – involvement
A respondent’s frequency distribution shows the main trend that will be tested: mixed IMS
requires higher involvement than external IMS. Hypothesis 3 statement: Mixed IMS requires
higher involvement than external IMS.
 : ̅; − ̅"; ≤ 0 & ' * : ̅; − ̅"; > 0
(9)
As calculated t-statistic (0,21) is smaller than critical values (1,96) for degrees of freedom
(700) and α = 0,05, authors cannot reject the null hypothesis - sample data does not give
sufficient evidence that mixed IMS requires higher involvement than external. This
conclusion is supported also by p-value > 0,05.
3.7 Hypothesis testing – open innovation stimulation
The results of the survey, which characterize the importance of different types of IMS in
promoting open innovation, are summarized in the table below. The last column of Table 4
contains the proportion (P) of respondents who believe that the particular type of IMS
stimulates open innovation to the total number of respondents who use this type of IMS:
< =

?
(10)



Table 4. Survey data on open innovation stimulation density
IMS type
External IMS
Mixed IMS
Pooled
Source: created by author’s

n
204
256
450

k
133
215
348

P
0,652
0,840
0,757

The pooled proportion is calculated as follows:
?" + ?
<! =
(11)
" + 
Hypothesis 4 statement: Open innovations are stimulated more by mixed IMS compared
to external IMS:
 : < − <" ≤ 0 & ' * : < − <" > 0
(12)
As both samples are simple random and independent, and k > 100 & (n – k) > 40, the
difference of two proportions follows an approximate normal distribution and test statistic is
calculated as follows:
< − <"
@=
(13)
1
1
A<B ∙ (1 − <B ) ∙  + 


"

As calculated z-statistic (4,66) is larger than critical values (1,96) for α = 0,05, authors
would reject the null hypothesis and conclude that sample data provide strong evidence to
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support alternative hypothesis. Conclusion that mixed IMS stimulates more open innovations
is supported also by p-value < 0,0001.

4 DISCUSION
There is strong statistical evidence to support conclusions that: (1) mixed IMS provide higher
idea quality than external; (2) mixed IMS stimulates more open innovations than external.
Second conclusion is very intriguing because it shows that may by only the outsourcing,
crowdsourcing is not the only way to open innovation. Maybe the mixed idea management
is the future way of innovation. That means that organisations should know their internal and
external idea and innovation sources and in chemistry between these elements more open
innovations will be implemented. It corresponds wit newest research results such as: “that
open innovation exerts positive effects on innovation radicalness depending on the breadth
and depth of openness. Furthermore, network centrality plays a negative moderating role in
the relationship between open innovation and innovation radicalness whereas network reach
positively moderates the relationship [20]’’. It proves that the centre of open innovation is
not only behind the walls of organisations, but there could be several centrality points where
each of them corresponds to different open innovation and idea management tasks. And Webbased IMS are systems that could provide systematic approach for that. In this process could
help “a Situational Open Innovation framework that provides methodical support for
companies in leveraging the complementarities between open innovation and project
management towards effective partner search and selection [21]’’.

5 CONCLUSIONS
There is strong statistical evidence to support conclusions that: (1) Mixed IMS provide higher
idea quality than external; (2) Mixed IMS stimulates more open innovations than external;
(3) Paper does not have sufficient evidence that mixed IMS provide higher idea quantity than
external; (4) Paper does not have sufficient evidence that mixed IMS requires higher
involvement than external. The application of Mixed Idea Management Systems during
COVID19 time could provide more open innovations than external and that is very important
conclusion. Because in this situations organisations needs to find solutions even faster that
ever and mixed IMS is one of such tools.
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